### Comparing Quantities

Comparing using the symbols $<, >$ or $=.$

1. $5\%$ of $410 \quad \quad 62\%$ of $37$
2. $9\%$ of $931 \quad \quad 18\%$ of $242$
3. $7\%$ of $323 \quad \quad 19\%$ of $100$
4. $66\%$ of $85 \quad \quad 30\%$ of $174$
5. $78\%$ of $520 \quad \quad \quad \quad 2\%$ of $705$
6. $27\%$ of $60 \quad \quad \quad \quad 14\%$ of $318$
7. $3\%$ of $876 \quad \quad \quad \quad 65\%$ of $72$

11. Brett got $40\%$ of $85$ questions right in an English exam. How many questions did he answer correctly?

12. Vivian visited the local zoo on Saturday. She viewed $25\%$ of the $32$ exhibits on reptiles and $20\%$ of the $45$ exhibits on birds. Which of the two species did Vivian view more?